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ABSTRACT: Recent court rulings, e.g., in the Gencor and Airtours cases, seem to 
indicate that the legal concept of joint dominance in oligopolistic markets is equiva-
lent to the economic concept of collusion. This paper argues that the enlargement 
of the dominance concept to also include oligopolistic dominance is sensible and 
based on widely accepted economic theory. I discuss how competitive assessment 
in case law has taken seriously some economics lessons, but ignored some others. 
Economists on one hand and lawyers and antitrust authorities on the other hand 
seem to speak past each other on these issues. This paper attempts to bridge this 
gap, and to clarify the concept of collective dominance. I also discuss some recent 
advances in economic theory and empirical economic evidence related to the oli-
gopolistic dominance that is relevant to the competition policy. 
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TIIVISTELMÄ: Viimeaikaiset EU:n tuomioistuinten päätökset esimerkiksi Gencor- 
ja Airtours-asiassa indikoivat, että juridiikassa käytetty yhteisen määräävän mark-
kina-aseman käsite oligopolistisilla markkinoilla vastaa taloustieteen kolluusion kä-
sitettä. Tässä tutkimuksessa argumentoidaan, että määräävän markkina-aseman 
käsitteen laajentaminen koskemaan myös oligopolistista määräävää asemaa on 
järkevä ja perustuu laajalti hyväksyttyyn talousteoriaan. Vaikka kilpailuoikeudelli-
nen arviointi on tapauskäytännössä ottanut huomioon eräitä taloustieteen oligopo-
leja koskevia tuloksia, se on näyttänyt olleen välittämättä eräistä muista tuloksista. 
Lisäksi ekonomistit ja juristit näyttävät toisinaan puhuvan toistensa ohi. Tämä tut-
kimus pyrkii rakentamaan siltaa ekonomistien ja juristien välille ja selventämään 
oligopolistisen määräävän markkina-aseman käsitettä. Tutkimuksessa tarkastellaan 
eräitä taloustieteen uusia teoreettisia ja empiirisiä tuloksia, joilla on merkitystä oli-
gopoleja koskevaan kilpailupolitiikkaan. 

Asiasanat: oligopoli, määräävä markkina-asema, markkinavoima, kilpailupolitiikka, 
yrityskauppa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1.  Introduction 

“Dominant position” is European legal jargon and is defined along the lines of the 
firm having the power to behave to an appreciable extent independently of its com-
petitors and customers. In economics jargon, dominant position refers to strong 
market power, i.e., monopolies and other such firms that do not need to meet in-
tense competition nor the countervailing bargaining power of their customers, due 
to their strengths relative to actual and potential competitors.  

 “Collective” or “joint dominance” is also European legal jargon, and refers to the 
situation in which two or more firms share the dominant position on the same rele-
vant market.1 Regardless of the fact that the idea of dominance by multiple firms is 
not even mentioned in the EC Merger Regulation, the concept was introduced by 
the European Commission in the Nestlé / Perrier merger case, and accepted by the 
Court of Justice (ECJ).2 Since then, the use of the joint dominance concept has pro-
liferated. With Nestlé, Kali&Salz, Gencor and Airtours cases, there is now court con-
firmation that the concept can be used, e.g., to block mergers.3 In Finland,4 the 
concept has been used in the Fritidsresor / Finnmatkat, Carlsberg / Orkla, Georgia-
Pacific / Fort James and Lännen Tehtaat / Avena merger cases, and in Alfons 
Håkans / Finntugs abuse case, and extensively discussed in Telia / Sonera / Radio-
linja abuse case.5 

The practical relevance of dominance is that the competition law places special ob-
ligations on dominant firms, and that transactions which create or strengthen 
dominance, are not allowed to proceed as such. Therefore, it is of great interest to 
firms to know whether they are in dominant position and to understand beforehand 
whether a planned merger would lead to market dominance. Unfortunately, this 
seems to be quite hard to achieve, and especially so in the case of joint dominance. 
In single firm dominance cases, the authorities have to demonstrate that the firm 
has (likely) significant impacts on the competition to warrant a conclusion that the 
firm is dominant. This disciplines the analysis and opens it to scrutiny regarding the 
soundness of the economic arguments underlying the decision. The concept of joint 
dominance has remained somewhat confused, however, so that there is a danger 
that ad hoc arguments might replace sound economic analysis in competitive ap-
praisal.  

To further motivate the paper, let me briefly discuss a Commission inquiry on 
roaming and few cases from the telecommunications sector. In its Working Docu-
ment on roaming markets, the Commission noted that mobile operators may enjoy 
collective dominance in the market for the provision of wholesale roaming to for-

                                           

1  In some other jurisdictions, e.g., in the U.S., one often uses “coordinated effects” to de-
note collective dominance. 

2  Nestlé / Perrier, Official Journal 1992 L 115/19. 
3  Kali & Salz / MDK, Joined Cases C-68/94 and C-30/95, OJ 1994 L 186/38; Gencor / Lon-

rho, Case T-102/96, OJ 1997, L 11/30; Airtours, Case T-342/99, OJ C 191, 10/08/2002. 
4  In Finland, there are juridical arguments according to which collective dominance is appli-

caple only to those cases, where there atually exists an association of firms that is domi-
nant, but that the idea of oligopolistic dominace is not applicable. I shall not discuss these 
juridical arguments here. 

5  Fritidsresor / Finnmatkat, 1076/81/99, 5.4.99; Carlsberg / Orkla, 573/81/01, 2.1.01; 
Georgia-Pacific / Fort James, 830/80/00, 30.1.01; Lännen Tehtaat / Avena, 389/81/2002, 
4.10.2002; Alfons Håkans / Finntugs 23/359/98, 29.6.00; Telia / Sonera / Radiolinja, 
11.12.01. 
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eign mobile operators, due to the economic links between mobile operators through 
their interconnection agreements, their membership of the GSM Association, the 
WAP and the UMTS forum, the fact that terms and conditions of roaming agree-
ments were almost standardized, and the existence of high barriers to entry. The 
Commission also stressed that while the mobile market is technology driven, it did 
not seem to have affected the conditions of competition prevailing on the wholesale 
international roaming market.6 In Vodafone / Airtouch, the Commission argued that 
as entry into the market was highly regulated, and that market conditions were 
transparent, it could not be ruled out that merger would create a dominant du-
opoly.7 In France Telecom / Orange, the Commission found that two existing play-
ers were jointly dominant, as both operators had almost similar and transparent 
pricing and their prices followed exactly the same trends. In the same decision, 
Commission dismissed claims as to the risk of a collective dominant position of Vo-
dafone and France Telecom in the market for the pan-European mobile services to 
internationally mobile customers, as this market was emerging, characterized by an 
increasing demand and many types of different services on offer and on price.8 In 
BT / Esat, the Commission concluded that the merger would not create a dominant 
duopoly on the Irish market for dial-up Internet access, as market shares were not 
stable, demand was doubling every six months, internet access products were not 
considered homogeneous, and technological developments were one of the main 
characteristics of the market.9 Why would the market characteristics mentioned 
above indicate oligopolistic dominance or the lack of thereof? Why did the Commis-
sion conclude joint dominance in some markets but not on some others? Given a 
set of market characteristics, can we predict what decision the competition authori-
ties will take? Can we say anything, what decision they should take? 

For competition policy regarding oligopolistic markets, there are some issues that 
particularly seem to warrant attention. First, there is the question of separating 
competitive oligopolies from the ones where some of the oligopolists are jointly 
dominant. Second, the more fundamental question of what joint dominance actually 
means has not always been clear. For instance, if markets are characterized by less 
than intensive price competition, is this an indication that the leading firms are 
jointly dominant? Some have suggested “Yes”. In this paper, I argue that the con-
clusion should be “No”. The Court of First Instance (CFI) and the ECJ seem to agree 
with this conclusion. 

Third, competitive assessment in the casework has taken some parts of the theory 
of collusion seriously. For instance, the “checklist” developed to screen joint domi-
nance is based on some lessons from economic theory of collusion. However, the 
antitrust analysis has ignored some of the economic lessons. Further, competitive 
assessment does not seem to take the empirical evidence seriously. Antitrust 
analysis often seems to believe that collusion emerges automatically, once there 
exist market conditions that theoretically could allow collusion. However, there is 
large experimental evidence that points otherwise. In experiments, collusion is 
rare, unless there are only two firms, communication between players is allowed, or 
the oligopoly is very symmetrical. There is also some econometric evidence that 
collusion is rare on markets where collusion could in principle arise, i.e., on markets 
that satisfy many of the items on the “checklist”. This evidence seems not to have 
influenced competition authorities. For instance, in Exxon / Mobil merger case, the 
                                           

6  “On the initial findings of the sector inquiry into mobile roaming charges”, available at 
http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/antitrust/others/sector_inquiries/roaming/ 

7  Case No IV/M.1430 – Vodafone/Airtouch. 
8  Case No COMP/M.2016 – France Telecom/Orange. 
9  Case No COMP/M.1838 – BT/Esat. 
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Commission found that there was a seven firm dominant oligopoly in the market for 
retail of gasoline in Luxembourg, and five firm dominant oligopolies in Germany, 
Netherlands and in the French motorways.10 In light of the above experimental and 
empirical results, one can question these conclusions. 

In this paper, I argue that there is a sound framework for analysis of joint domi-
nance that is based on generally accepted principles of economic theory. I will ar-
gue that joint dominance should be assessed on the basis of the economics concept 
of collusion, and discuss some recent results of theoretical and empirical econom-
ics. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I discuss the legal 
concept of joint dominance and some of the relevant case law. To understand the 
policy on and the economics of joint dominance, it is useful to first briefly review 
the analysis of dominance by a single firm. This is the topic Section 3. Then I dis-
cuss the economic theory of collusion and semicollusion in section 4 and the ex-
perimental and empirical evidence in section 5. Section 6 concludes. 

 

2.  Joint Dominance in European Competition Law 

2.1  Articles of Law and Case Law 

According to the Article 81 of the EU Treaty, agreements between undertakings, 
and concerted practices which have as their object the prevention, restriction or 
distortion of competition are prohibited, and according to the Article 82, abuse by 
one or more undertakings of a dominant position are prohibited. Further, EU Merger 
Regulation prohibits any transaction that creates or strengthens a dominant posi-
tion as a result of which effective competition would be significantly impeded. In 
the text of Article 82, it is stated that more than one firm can simultaneously be in 
a dominant position on the same markets, but this lacks from Merger Regulation. 
The jurisprudence of the CFI has shown that the same idea of multiple firms jointly 
holding a dominant position also applies to merger review. 

It has been argued that a finding of collective dominance should be based on the 
existence of economic links or other factors, which could give rise to a connection 
between the firms concerned, such as cross ownership. The question of whether 
collective dominance could also apply to an oligopolistic market in the absence of 
any links among the firms was first raised in the Gencor/Lonrho case.11 Before the 
CFI, the parties argued that the Commission had failed to prove the existence of 
“links” between the members of the duopoly within the meaning of the existing 
case law. The CFI dismissed the application by stating, i.a., that there was no legal 
precedent suggesting that the notion of “economic links” was restricted to the no-
tion of structural links between the undertakings concerned. This is quite sensible, 
as the alternative would have lead to irrelevant discussions on what are links within 
the meaning of competition law. 

According to the CFI, 

… there is no reason whatsoever in legal or economic terms to exclude from 
the notion of economic links the relationship of interdependence existing be-
tween the parties to a tight oligopoly within which, in a market with the ap-

                                           

10  Case No IV/M.1383 – Exxon/Mobil, 29.09.1999. 
11 Case No IV/M.619, - Gencor/Lonhro, OJ 1997, L 11, p. 30. 
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propriate characteristics, in particular in terms of market concentration, 
transparency and product homogeneity, those parties are in a position to 
anticipate one another's behaviour and are therefore strongly encouraged to 
align their conduct in the market, in particular in such a way as to maximise 
their joint profits by restricting production with a view to increasing prices. 
In such a context, each trader is aware that highly competitive action on its 
part designed to increase its market share (for example a price cut) would 
provoke identical action by the others, so that it would derive no benefit 
from its initiative. All the traders would thus be affected by the reduction in 
price levels.12 

The CFI’s ruling in Gencor was later endorsed by the ECJ in Compagnie Maritime 
Belge case, where the ECJ gave further guidance as to how the term of collective 
dominance should be understood and as to which conditions must be fulfilled before 
such finding can be made.13 According to the Court, in order to show that two or 
more firms hold a joint dominant position, it is necessary to consider whether the 
firms together constitute a collective entity vis-à-vis their competitors, their trading 
partners and their consumers on a particular market. This will be the case when 
there is no effective competition among the firms in question, and the firms adopt a 
uniform conduct or common policy in the relevant market. The Court recognized 
that an agreement, decision or concerted practice (whether or not covered by an 
exemption under Article 81(3)) may undoubtedly result in the firms being linked in 
a such way that their conduct on a particular market results in them being per-
ceived as a collective entity vis-à-vis their competitors, their trading partners and 
customers. 

The mere fact, however, that two or more firms are linked by an agreement, a de-
cision of associations, or a concerted practice within the meaning of Article 81(1) of 
the Treaty does not itself constitute a necessary basis for such a finding. As the 
Court stated, “a finding of a collective dominant position may also be based on 
other connecting factors and would depend on an economic assessment and, in 
particular, on an assessment of the structure of the market in question”. It follows 
from Gencor and Compagnie Maritime Belge that the finding of collective dominant 
position can be made in relation to an oligopolistic or highly concentrated market 
whose structure alone is conducive to coordinated effects14 on the relevant market. 

In its Airtours ruling, the CFI set out a three-step procedure for a finding of collec-
tive dominance in a merger case.15 First, each member of the alleged oligopoly 
group must be able to observe the behavior of the other members. Second, devia-
tion from the agreed norm of conduct must be discouraged by a credible threat of 
retaliation. Third, there should not be important constraints such as customers with 
bargaining power, smaller competitors, or the threat of new entry that would be 
sufficient to unravel attempts to coordinate market behavior. To an economist, this 
set of requirements, as well as the reasoning in the other court cases discussed 
above, translates to the separation of collusive and (imperfectly) competitive oli-
gopolies. 

                                           

12  Case T102/96, Gencor v Commission [1996] ECR II-753, at par 276. Emphasis added. 
13  Joined Cases C-395/96 P and C-396/96 P, [2000] ECR I-1365. 
14  The uses of the term “coordinated effects” is no different from the term “parallel anticom-

petitive behavior” also used in some of the Commission’s decisions applying oligopolistic 
dominance. 

15  Case T-342/99, OJ C 191, 10/08/2002, at par 62. 
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The Commission has applied the concept of collective dominance in oligopolistic 
markets in a number of merger decisions. In doing so, the Commission has relied 
upon a number of criteria, “the checklist”, to try to separate competitive and non-
competitive oligopolies. The checklist can be summarized as follows: indications for 
joint dominance are few market players, mature market, stagnant or moderate 
growth on the demand side, low elasticity of demand, homogeneous product, simi-
lar cost structures, similar market shares, transparent market conditions, lack of 
technical innovation, mature technology, absence of excess capacity, high barriers 
to entry, lack of countervailing buying power, lack of threat of entry, informal or 
other links between the firms, retaliatory mechanisms, and lack or reduced scope 
for price competition. In principle, the list is not exhaustive, nor are the criteria 
cumulative; rather, the list is intended to illustrate the sorts of evidence that is 
used to support assertions concerning the existence of a collective dominance. 

The Commission noted in Price Waterhouse / Coopers & Lybrand that “collective 
dominance involving more than three or four suppliers is too complex and unstable 
to persist over time”. In that decision the Commission dismissed the possibility that 
the so-called Big Six accounting firms be considered collectively dominant. How-
ever, such an assessment will depend on each market’s particular characteristics 
and indeed markets with more than three major players may be considered as be-
ing conducive to oligopolistic dominance, as was the case, e.g., in Exxon / Mobil. 

In an oligopolistic market where most, if not all, of the checklist criteria above are 
met, what should be established is that firms have a strong incentives to converge 
to a coordinated market outcome and refrain from reliance on competitive conduct, 
means to enforce the joint market policy, and the lack of other competitive pres-
sures sufficient to destabilize market leaders’ attempts to coordinate market con-
duct. 

I would like to summarize the economics of recent legal developments as follows. 
After the Gencor ruling by the CFI, the economic interpretation of collective domi-
nance seems to be quite clear: collective dominance means collusion or the grave 
danger that a merger leads to more collusive behavior (as economists use this term 
– see Section 2.2 below). Then the European Commission used joint dominance ar-
guments to block Airtours / First Choice merger. In its decision, the Commission 
seemed to enlarge the concept of joint dominance to also include something else 
than just basic collusion. The CFI overturned the Commission’s decision; the gen-
eral conclusion to be drawn from this ruling seems to conform that collective domi-
nance is more or less equal to collusion. 

2.2  Terminology 

The economic and legal concepts underlying the word “collusion” are sometimes 
quite different, and that can lead to confusion. It is then useful to clarify the lan-
guage before turning into economics of coordinated market conduct.16 

In economics, the essential difference between (imperfectly) competitive behavior 
and collusion is to what extent firms condition their behavior on the past behavior 
and the future expected behavior of their rivals. Economists say that there exists 
(imperfect) competition when each firm ignores rivals’ past actions, unless they 
have a direct impact on current profits.17 Then prices close to the monopoly price 
cannot be sustained. To see this suppose firms tried to charge the monopoly price. 

                                           

16  See also Neven (2001). 
17  That is, each firm pursues to maximize individual short run profits. 
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But if prices are above equilibrium prices, by definition, a firm can cut its price, and 
gain enough market share to outweigh the costs of a small price cut. Hence, there 
needs to be some other profit loss that restrains that natural incentive to undercut 
rivals. If rivals do not condition their future behavior on the decisions made today, 
future profits are independent of current price decisions. But then only profits in a 
current period matter for incentives, and price cuts cannot be prevented. Only if a 
firm believes that rivals’ future price setting will depend on its current behavior, the 
short run incentive to undercut prices above the (imperfectly) competitive level can 
be mitigated. Collusion in economics is strategy in which rivals’ future behavior 
matters for current decisions via a strategic link (as discussed in Section 4 below). 
By colluding, firms try to reach higher profits than obtained under competition, and 
try to maximize joint rather than individual profits. 

Some confusion in competition policy arises from legal analysis differentiating be-
tween the two ways in which a non-competitive price norm is established. If firms 
come to an implicit agreement, lawyers would call this collusion; if there were no 
explicit agreement, this would be “parallel conduct”. Collusion through explicit 
agreement is a violation of cartel prohibition, while parallel conduct is legal. The 
argument is that, in parallel conduct, every firm simply does what is best for itself, 
anticipating what others are doing. Hence, there is no intent in violating any com-
petition rules. However, in any circumstances of collusion in the economic sense, 
with or without explicit communication, every firm always does what is in its indi-
vidual best interest, given what it expects others to do. The competition and wel-
fare effects are exactly the same. From an economic perspective, the distinction 
between explicit collusion and “parallel behavior” is therefore essentially semantic.  

The distinction is helpful in enforcement, however. The reason is that, in practice, 
market evidence cannot be used to prove that prices were raised above the (imper-
fectly) competitive level, to prove that collusion in the economic sense has taken 
place. Then it is better to only treat communication about prices as hard evidence 
for collusion in enforcement (see, e.g., Kühn, 2000). However, this approach leaves 
“parallel behavior” untouched and it will also not catch collusive behavior in the le-
gal sense, when communication could not be detected.  

If we could detect collusive behavior directly and perfectly through a market test, 
there would be no need for considering the effects of mergers on the potential for 
collusion. We could simply fine companies that raise their prices above the imper-
fectly competitive outcomes. The fact that collusive behavior cannot be perfectly 
controlled in this way means that we should restrict transactions that could consid-
erably increase the potential for collusion. Collusion concerns are therefore legiti-
mate concerns for anti-trust policy. This policy is also preventive against “parallel 
conduct” as well as explicit cartels that are not detected. 

There would be no point in this discussion if these semantic differences would not 
materially affect competition policy analysis. For example, arguments about joint 
dominance have been rejected because “punishments” were considered irrelevant 
for the case of “parallel conduct”, implicitly stating that “punishments” could only 
be imposed under explicit collusion. This position is of course wrong. A “punishment” 
in terms of the economic theory is only the difference between the profits in the 
future if firms follow some price norm and the profits induced if someone deviates 
from that norm. Punishments in this sense are also implicit in “parallel behavior”. 
The moral judgements that are attached to “parallel conduct” on one side and “pun-
ishment” and “collusion” on the other are immaterial to the implications of the rele-
vant economic analysis for merger policy or policy against abuse of market power. 

Economic theory has predictions about how the incentives for collusion in the eco-
nomic sense systematically differ between different environments. This occurs due 
to the impact of the environment on the incentives to deviate from a non-
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competitive norm and on the credibility of sustaining large differences in future 
profits conditional on earlier behavior in the market. The first is called “incentives to 
cheat” and the second “credibility of punishment”. 

Further confusion in terminology arises from the fact that sometimes economists 
use the term “cartel” when they actually mean “collusion”, and that lawyers and 
competition authorities sometimes use the term “oligopoly” when they actually 
mean “oligopoly suspective to anticompetitive behavior”. “Oligopoly” is an economic 
term that refers to a market structure that has multiple firms that are not price 
takers and have some power over their price. When economists talk about “compe-
tition” in antitrust, they mean oligopoly in this sense. In competition policy, when 
some say “oligopoly”, they often actually mean collusion in the economists’ sense. 
This loose usage of terminology should not have material impact on policy, as long 
as one pays attention to the framework where the terms are used in. 

 

3.  Economics of Single Firm Dominance 

To better understand some of the economic arguments on joint dominance below, it 
is useful to first briefly review the analysis of dominance by a single firm as well as 
some related economic issues. Traditionally, in European case law, the analysis has 
focused on the question whether a single firm is in a dominant position, and domi-
nance is usually defined along structural lines. Basically, a firm that consistently has 
a high market share on a market characterized by significant barriers to entry is 
dominant. A market share of 35 % might be enough for dominance. Market share 
alone is rarely enough to warrant the conclusion of dominance, but there must be 
present some “plus-factors” that support the conclusion that the firm can behave to 
an appreciable extent independently of its competitors and customers. To have a 
meaningful measure for market share, one needs to define the relevant markets 
first. Mistakes in made the market definition stage will be carried on to the stage of 
competitive appraisal. 

There is also a sensible economic definition of dominance that attempts to capture 
the purpose of the law and that is implementable, at least in principle. This ap-
proach can also avoid the problems related to market definition and the general 
problems with structure-based analysis: significant market power. More precisely, 
dominance is equal to a position which allows the price to be raised significantly 
above the (long run) marginal costs toward the monopoly price. This approach al-
lows us to actually measure the degree of market power observed from market 
data, even without taking strong views on what the relevant market is.  

This economic approach faces two problems. First, it seems to equate dominance 
with the act of setting high prices, something which lawyers, regulators and courts 
are unwilling to do, as they consider the ability to raise prices and the action of 
price-setting two different things. Second, the significant market power approach 
faces problems due to the difficulty of measuring market power. In practice, it typi-
cally cannot be established whether a price is close to the monopoly price or 
whether it is close enough to some relevant cost measure. In case law, this is re-
flected in the fact that virtually no cases with abuse by high prices are ever brought 
up, and the few that are, do not seem to succeed in courts. This problem is miti-
gated in merger policy, where one only needs to establish that the merger results 
in a substantial gain in market power. Here, we need to estimate whether the 
merged firm has a significant incentive to raise prices, which is much easier task. 

Let us consider the impact of a horizontal merger on the incentives to raise prices 
unilaterally. As the merging firms produce substitutes, a price increase by one firm 
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will lead to some consumers switching to the other. The closer substitutes the 
products are, the greater is the shift of customers to the substitute. In this way 
competition limits the ability of a firm to raise prices profitably. After a horizontal 
merger, the new entity will not loose as much from a given price increase, as part 
of the substitution is to its own products. Hence, the incentive to raise prices will be 
increased. Further, when prices across the product range are raised jointly, there is 
no substitution induced between these products anymore, as the competitive con-
straint the merged companies were exercising on each was eliminated.  

Baker and Bresnahan (1988) have shown how this change in the incentives to raise 
prices can be estimated more easily than the overall price-cost margins in the in-
dustry. By just looking at the prices and the quantities sold by a single firm, we can 
estimate the “residual demand elasticity”. Residual demand elasticity measures 
customer substitution in manner such that it also captures the (equilibrium) reac-
tions of all other firms in the market. In merger assessment, we want to know how 
this residual demand elasticity changes as the firm mergers with a competitor. 
Since the goods are substitutes, the residual demand elasticity is decreased; thus 
the demand reaction from a given increase in prices is smaller. The change in the 
residual elasticity of demand is very small if the rest of the market still imposes a 
strong competitive constraint on the post-merger company – for instance, if the 
merged firm is a small part of the market. The change in the elasticity is large if the 
merger increases market power substantially. 

One can also estimate jointly the residual demands for any two products. This exer-
cise will give the desired estimate of the post merger residual demand elasticities. 
The more the demand elasticities fall, the less is the loss of demand due to price 
increases, and the more prices will rise as a result of the merger. We can therefore 
measure the increase in market power from the merger using pre-merger data. The 
simulation methods are based on this idea, and their use has proliferated in the 
U.S. during the last ten years.18 This methodology allows us to measure the market 
power and the changes in it without first taking strong views regarding relevant 
markets. This is very useful especially on markets characterized by product differ-
entiation. 

A limitation for this methodology is that three important factors for merger analysis 
remain out of the analysis, as cost structures, competitive behavior, and entry in-
centives are assumed to remain unchanged. Often, these assumptions are not cor-
rect. We can estimate the unilateral price effects due to observed variation of price 
in the data, so that we can estimate the relationship between movements in price 
and output of the merging firms. However, behavior under the post-merger cost 
structure is never observed pre-merger. Similarly, entry incentives post-merger 
cannot be estimated from pre-merger data. These are purely counterfactuals and 
we have to rely on theoretical reasoning or other ways of eliciting information to 
find estimates or "guestimates" for these effects. 

In any event, the market power possessed by any firm can be divided into three 
components, two unilateral and one coordinated effect: market power due to prod-
uct differentiation, fewness of sellers, and coordination. This paper focuses on the 
coordinated, not unilateral effects, and therefore we need to evaluate the incentives 
to collude and the credibility of the threat of punishment. Nevo (2000, 2001) has 
extended the methodology discussed above and developed econometric methods to 
empirically decompose the market power possessed by any firm into the three 
components, and to empirically measure the significance of each of the compo-

                                           

18  For more on empirical merger simulation and measurement of unilateral effects in case 
law, see, e.g., Baker and Rubinfeld (1999) and Werden (1997). 
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nents. Nevo (2000, 2001) used the techniques to evaluate competition and market 
power on the U.S. breakfast cereal market and Slade (2002) and Pinkse and Slade 
(2002) used the same techniques to evaluate the U.K. beer market. But before we 
can discuss empirical issues, we should first discuss the economic theory of collu-
sion, on which the policy regarding coordinated effects and parallel anticompetitive 
behavior is based on. 

Before turning to the analysis of collusion, let me comment briefly on a topic that 
also seems to cause some confusion. When two or more firms merge, and they gain 
market power, the post-merger firm will often want to increase its prices. Then, the 
remaining rivals may want to follow and increase their prices also. This is not coor-
dination of market conduct. Under price competition, for any firm, the profit maxi-
mizing reaction to a price increase by one of the rivals is to increase its own prices. 
This is then a unilateral effect, as here the price increases are unilateral and profit-
maximizing acts for each of the firms without any coordination (unless the firms are 
colluding). In empirical analysis, these price effects are picked up by the measure-
ment of unilateral effects as discussed above. 

 

4.  Collusion in Economic Theory 

4.1  Basic Theory 

Game theoretic models of repeated oligopoly markets – mostly developed between 
mid 1970s and mid 1980s – support the conclusion that firms interested in both 
future and current profits may adopt strategies which are more profitable than the 
equilibrium strategies in single period competition.19 Virtually all of the models of 
collusion have following logic: There is some pricing norm, say monopoly price, or 
some other commonly accepted policy, firms are supposed to follow. If everyone 
obeys this norm, everyone expects everyone else to stay with the norm in the fu-
ture. However, if anyone deviates, they all expect everyone else to revert to a more 
competitive price norm, a price war, say. In economics, this switch is called “pun-
ishment”. This mechanism does not rely on how the coordinated non-competitive 
norm came into existence. It may have been through an explicit agreement, explicit 
communication, the result of learning, or it may have arisen in some other manner. 

For instance, the only possible equilibrium in a one-shot price competition with ho-
mogeneous products requires each firm to set price equal to marginal cost, which 
leaves them zero (economic) profits. However, while this is true when the firms 
meet and compete only once, it need not be true if the firms compete repeatedly. If 
a sufficiently high valuation is placed on future profits, an equilibrium exists in 
which all firms adopt a strategy of charging the monopoly price if its rivals charged 
the monopoly price last period, but revert to marginal cost pricing in all future peri-
ods if any rival charges a price below the monopoly level. 

In this example, collusion between firms is held together by the threat of punish-
ment to those who defect. All firms abide by the collusive agreement, because each 
does better than if aggressive competition ensues. What is crucial is that the threat 
of punishment is credible, i.e., that the firms will actually want to resort to more 

                                           

19  As there already exists some high-quality surveys on basic oliogopoly theory accessible by 
non-economists (see, e.g., Europe Economics, 2001; NERA, 1999; and Phlips, 1995), I 
will not discuss basic issues in detail. Rather, I will briefly explain the basic theory, and 
then discuss some recent advances that seem particularly relevant for policy issues.  
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aggressive competitive mode, should someone deviate from the non-competitive 
norm. If the threat of serious enough punishment is not credible, then the firms 
cannot uphold collusion, as the temptation to deviate outweighs the costs. 

The higher the prices are, the harder it is to sustain collusion, as the short run 
gains from cheating increase with prices more rapidly than does the difference be-
tween cooperative and competitive profits. Equally, the closer collusive prices are to 
competitive levels, the smaller is the value placed on future profits which is neces-
sary to sustain the collusion. Then, when perfect collusion is not possible, e.g., for 
the reasons discussed below, firms can support collusion by coordinating on prices 
below the monopoly price but above the (imperfectly) competitive price. 

The degree of how much future matters depends on a number of factors. Typically, 
the longer the reaction lag to a deviation from the norm, the longer the relevant 
time period, the more heavily future profits are discounted. This is intuitively ap-
pealing: the longer it is possible to reap the benefits of cheating before rivals react, 
the more likely it is that cheating will take place. Firms will also discount the future 
according to their expectations of the duration of the game. If firms think that the 
current market conditions are only likely to prevail for a limited period, they are 
more likely to cheat. This again accords with one’s intuition of tacit collusion being 
more prevalent in stable markets. Conversely, tacit collusion seems highly unlikely 
to occur in dynamic markets in which the nature of the game being played may 
change radically from one period to the next. 

There are many game theoretic models of dynamic oligopoly that enrich the simple 
model outlined here. For example, Levy and Reitzes (1992) argue that homogeneity 
of products is not a key feature of stable collusive arrangements. Instead, they ar-
gue that differentiated markets may equally well suffer from collusion. They further 
arguer that collusion may be facilitated by merger, especially in the case where 
non-neighboring firms closest (in product space) to a would-be cheater merge, as 
this enables them to monitor more effectively the actions of the potential maverick 
firm. Merger between such firms also allows them to share the cost of punishing the 
cheating firm, eliminating a free-rider based impediment to the enforcement of the 
collusive agreement. 

Green and Porter (1984) and Abreu et al (1986) study collusion when cheating 
cannot be detected perfectly, as the firm’s actions are not observed by the rivals 
nor detected from observed demand or prices. In these types of situations, firms 
are faced with an inference problem. For any firm, sales lower than anticipated 
could be the result of cheating by a competitor or adverse demand conditions. Con-
sequently, price wars may be started either by cheating or by a demand pattern. 
Green and Porter (1984) argue that periodic reversion to competitive behavior may 
be a characteristic of stable collusive behavior. In equilibrium, the incentive struc-
ture is designed to guarantee that firms do not deviate from agreed-upon prices in 
collusive periods, yet price wars will still occur, as random demand shocks will oc-
casionally induce large discrepancies between anticipated and actual sales. Industry 
profits are maximized at price levels between the competitive and the monopoly 
levels, as setting prices at monopoly levels provides too high incentives to cheat 
and requires too costly punishments. The greater the level of demand uncertainty, 
the closer the cooperative price is to competitive level. This is because high levels 
of demand uncertainty increase the frequency of price wars. Limiting their duration 
can reduce the costs of these price wars. But, in turn, this reduces the cost to any 
individual firm of cheating. 

Rotemberg and Saloner (1986) present a different explanation of fluctuations in 
collusive behavior. Even when, as in their model, firms can observe one another’s 
output decisions, so that there is no uncertainty about whether a competitor has 
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cheated on a collusive agreement, successful collusion still requires that firms have 
an incentive not to cheat. The ability to raise price over the competitive level de-
pends on the relative size of contemporary competitive profits and future collusive 
profits. For example, an increase in current period demand increases the incentive 
to cheat, requiring an adjustment in the collusive price to prevent cheating. Thus, 
even though firms never cheat and the collusion never breaks down, the collusive 
price fluctuates in response to shocks to demand, as the degree of collusion fluctu-
ates with the incentives to deviate. 

The failure to reach perfectly collusive outcomes has also been explained in the lit-
erature as a consequence of incomplete information. Incomplete information prob-
lems arise when firms have private information, e.g., about their own costs but do 
not know some or all of the equivalent information about their rivals. For instance, 
Cramton and Palfrey (1990) show that only if the industry is sufficiently concen-
trated, it is possible to construct collusion which is both compatible with individual 
incentives and individually rational, i.e., gives an incentive to all firms to take part 
in the cartel agreement. 

Overall, the conclusions from the analysis of collusive agreements can be summa-
rized as follows: (i) Collusion is most likely on markets with high degree of concen-
tration. There are basically three reasons: cheating is more easily spotted with few 
firms; being a part of a competitive fringe which competes with the cartel becomes 
more attractive the more firms there are in the cartel; and it may not be possible to 
construct an agreement which induces the revelation of necessary information by 
the members if there are too many firms involved. (ii) For collusion to be an equi-
librium (in dynamic sense), it is essential that a concern over future profits as well 
as current profits motivate each firm. (iii) It is necessary in any collusive arrange-
ment that each side is able to monitor the actions of others, since secret price cut-
ting must be detectable, even if only imperfectly, for retaliation to be possible. (iv) 
Collusive schemes work best when there are fewer noisy variables, e.g., when de-
mand patterns are predictable. As a result we would expect greater levels of collu-
sion in industries where institutions allow for precise monitoring of rivals or in ma-
ture industries characterized by low demand variability. 

The results above form a theoretical base for the analysis of joint dominance, and 
especially for the Commission’s “checklist” mentioned above. However, these con-
clusions were drawn from studies focused on competition between symmetric firms 
on stable markets, and thus have limited scope of application. Introducing market 
dynamics and firm heterogeneity can dramatically alter the nature of collusion. As-
suming symmetric firms allows one to study the impact of a uniform change in all 
firms’ capacities, but does not allow the analysis of individual changes in capacity. 
Similarly, changing the number of symmetric firms hardly provides helpful guidance 
for merger appraisal. 

4.2  Recent Developments 

Let me then turn to some recent analysis of collusion that provides some light on 
the operation of collusion in more realistic settings. More recent analysis has looked 
at how firm heterogeneity (e.g., differences in cost structures), capacity con-
straints, and market dynamics affect the possibilities to sustain collusion. Analyzing 
collusion with asymmetric capacity constraints is unfortunately quite difficult. Few 
earlier studies have suggested that asymmetry in firms’ capacities hurt possibilities 
for collusion. But also asymmetric firms can maintain collusion if they believe that 
undercutting their rivals would trigger a price war and thus harm future profits, as 
the potential short-term gain from a deviation is then outweighed by the long-run 
losses from the price war. Bernheim and Whinston (1990) show that tacit collusion 
is easier when firms have symmetric costs and market shares. 
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Vasconcelos (2001) investigates how asymmetry in costs across firms affects the 
scope for collusion. He assumes that firms have different shares of a specific asset 
(say, capital) which affects marginal costs. He shows that joint profit maximization 
implies that output is shifted away from small (inefficient) firms towards large (effi-
cient) firms. This implies that the smallest firm in the industry is the one that has 
the highest potential to steal the business of its rivals and, hence, has the highest 
incentives to disrupt the collusive agreement. In addition, he also shows that the 
incentives to deviate are exactly reversed when the equilibrium calls for punish-
ments. Since the largest firm is the one that proportionally loses more at the one 
period severe punishment, it will have the highest incentives to deviate from the 
punishment strategy. 

In spite of the simplifying assumptions on the demand and cost functions used, 
Vasconcelos’ results offer interesting implications for merger policy. The analysis 
suggests that whether the structural change implied by a merger creates more fa-
vorable conditions for tacit collusion depends on which firms the merger involve. It 
is shown that two different effects arise: If firms were already colluding before the 
merger takes place, then the merger will only have effects on the scope for collu-
sion if it affects the size of the largest firm in the industry. A merger increasing the 
size of the largest firm gives rise to a more asymmetric distribution of assets and 
this offsets the increased risk of anticompetitive behavior due to higher concentra-
tion. If, instead, firms were not colluding before the merger, then a merger might 
make collusion enforceable afterwards. This will occur when the merger involves 
very small (and, hence, inefficient) firms, which turn out to have very high incen-
tives to disrupt the collusive agreement. 

Capacity constraints affect the basic insight in two ways: they reduce both the in-
centives to deviate and the severity of price wars. Davidson and Deneckere (1990) 
and Lambson (1996) show that asymmetric capacities make collusion more difficult. 
Compte et al. (2002) explore asymmetry of capacities in further detail, and show 
that the introduction of asymmetric capacities indeed hurts collusion when the ag-
gregate capacity is limited. However, asymmetry may help collusion when the ag-
gregate capacity is much larger than the market size. It turns out that the largest 
firm has the highest incentives to disrupt the collusive agreement. Compte et al. 
show that to facilitate collusion when the total capacity is small relative to market 
demand, the retaliation possibilities of the smallest firms should be maximized. 
That is, if the aggregate capacity of the smallest firms is increased, possibilities to 
collude are increased. Starting from any asymmetric situation, a merger transfer-
ring some capacity from the largest firm to a small one then both enhances the 
small firms’ retaliation power and limits the large firm’s incentives to deviate, and 
thus increases possibilities for collusion.  

The logic in Compte et al. is similar to that of Vasconcelos discussed above, al-
though some of the conclusions are the opposite. In the absence of any capacity 
constraint, the standard result applies: any merger facilitates collusion because it 
reduces the number of competitors, whereas any divestiture makes collusion more 
difficult to sustain. In contrast, when capacity constraints are more severe, or when 
their distribution is very asymmetric, any merger involving the largest firm hurts 
collusion. The reason is that the largest firm now has the highest incentive to devi-
ate and the least incentive to take part in punishment, and such a merger precisely 
reduces small firms’ ability to retaliate by transferring some of their capacity to the 
largest firm, and may moreover exacerbate the large firm’s gains from deviation if 
it was initially capacity-constrained. Forcing the large firm to divest part of its ca-
pacity might facilitate collusion. 

Intuitively, the incentives to stay in a collusive equilibrium are very different for 
large and small firms. A small firm will have some incentive to cheat in the short 
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run, as it can only increase its sales marginally up to the capacity level. A large 
firm, in contrast, has a lot more capacity available and can gain more customers 
with the same price deviation from the collusive norm. Hence, large firms tend to 
have a greater incentive to deviate from the collusive price. On the other hand, the 
asymmetry in capacities will also have an important effect on the effective punish-
ments that can be imposed on the different firms. In particular, the worst punish-
ment a firm can impose on its competitors is to produce up to full capacity. How-
ever, if a small firm is already producing at almost full capacity, it only has low pos-
sibilities to punish rivals that do not follow the collusive norm. Hence a large firm 
competing with a small firm will have large incentives to deviate from any collusive 
norm, without this being disciplined by much of a threat of lower prices or output in 
the future. In this sense increases in asymmetries in the capacities make collusion 
more difficult. 

These two analyses suggest merger guidelines that differ from traditional wisdom. 
In particular, for a given number of firms, the Herfindahl or other standard concen-
tration tests tend to predict that a more symmetric industry is more likely to be 
more competitive. Vasconcelos and Compte et al. instead suggest that asymmetry 
may be pro-competitive. A sufficiently asymmetric industry may even more than 
compensate for a reduction in the number of firms in a merger involving a large 
firm: increased asymmetry hurts collusion and may thus benefit competition. 

De Roos (2000) and Fershtman and Pakes (2000) develop models of collusion with 
heterogeneous firms operating in a changing environment. In these models, firms 
explicitly consider the entry, exit, and investment decisions of incumbents and po-
tential competitors. In de Roos (2000), the collusive agreement specifies that, for 
the life of the agreement, firms receive shares in the cartel profits based on their 
market shares at the time of the agreement. This reflects the inability of competing 
firms, and a recent entrant in particular, to credibly convey key information that 
would determine its market share under collusion. The implication is that a pro-
spective entrant must establish itself through a price war before it can receive fa-
vorable terms from a collusive agreement. In contrast, in the model of Fershtman 
and Pakes, an entrant will often anticipate entering a comparatively benign industry 
in which collusion is maintained despite entry. Fershtman and Pakes find that collu-
sion is particularly hard to sustain if one of the firms is likely to exit in the near fu-
ture. 

In most of the literature on collusion, punishment is intended to deter deviation 
from the collusive agreement by any firm attempting to skim additional profits in 
the short term before its competitors can detect its deviant behavior and coordinate 
a response. In de Roos (2000) the flavor of punishment is quite different. The pun-
ishment is more characteristic of a general deterioration of the agreement. That is, 
a firm will willingly invoke the punishment regime if it no longer believes the collu-
sive agreement is in its interests. De Roos argues that the nature of the most se-
vere price wars is more consistent with a bargaining and renegotiation process than 
with problems of imperfect monitoring and demand uncertainty. The crucial trade 
off for the entrant (or for a firm with a small capacity relative to its competitors) 
can then be summarized as follows. Should the entrant agree to collude today, it 
can enjoy collusive payoffs immediately, but will have a minor share in the collusive 
agreement for its working life. If the entrant waits, it obtains the reduced profits 
arising from the non-cooperative regime, but has the prospect of a potentially much 
larger share of the collusive regime in the future. The results suggest that if incum-
bent firms permit entry and investment in an industry with collusive possibilities, 
we might expect to see a rich set of firm behavior: in equilibrium, we will observe 
periods of successful collusion, price wars due to entry and punishment, and entry 
deterrence. 
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4.3  Semicollusion 

Often firms have many instruments to use in competition: price, capacity, product 
quality, marketing expenses, etc. The analysis above implicitly assumes that firms 
are equally able to collude on all these instruments. Since prices are more flexible 
than most other choice variables, it follows from the theory of repeated games that 
it is easier to collude on prices than on other variables. What then happens when 
collusion is successful only on some, say price, but not on other instruments, say 
capacity? This type of scenario is called semicollusion.  

Suppose then that firms are able to collude on prices but not on capacities, and 
that originally firms have enough capacity to just fulfil demand at the monopoly 
price. Then each firm has an incentive to increase its capacity and try to steal mar-
ket share from its rivals. Firms could even install more capacity under semicollusion 
than under (imperfect) competition, which then leads to prices below competitive 
prices.20 This is exactly what happened in the Norwegian cement cartel, as argued 
by Steen and Sørgard (1999), and in the Norwegian airline markets as argued by 
Salvanes et al. (2000). Thus, partially collusive market might be more competitive 
than the same market without any coordination -- competition in capacity can more 
than outweigh the lack of price competition. However, note first, that building ca-
pacity takes time, so even in quite long run, collusive effect can dominate the over-
investment effect. Second, once the firms understand the adverse effects, they 
might be able to mitigate the problem of too much competition by renegotiating the 
collusive “agreement”. In any event, under partial collusion, firms have an incentive 
to overinvest in or overuse those instruments of competition that they are not col-
luding with. This is something competitive appraisal should take into account when 
analyzing joint dominance. 

Now, let us look at the opposing situation: firms are able to collude on capacities 
but not on prices, e.g., because they cannot detect secret price-cuts. This is not 
unlike the reasoning European Commission seemed to have in mind in the Airtours 
/ First Choice case.21 Now, price competition does not undermine capacity collusion. 
Firms have less incentive to offer secret discounts or revert to competitive conduct, 
knowing that the rivals are unlikely to steal market share, as they are restricted by 
their capacities. Then semicollusion would lead to equally bad outcome as full collu-
sion. But this conclusion in not necessarily true, if there are externalities present in 
the colluding instruments, and when non-cooperative behavior leads to over- or 
underuse in these instruments relative to social optima that cooperation can miti-
gate.  

Prices are more flexible than most other choice variables, and so it is easier to col-
lude on prices than on other variables. This casts some doubt that allowing Airtours 
merger would have lead to collusive behavior. Most theoretical studies of semicollu-
sion assume collusion in the product market (either on prices or quantity) and 
competition along other dimensions such as capacity, R&D, advertising, or loca-
tion.22 This is not to say that the other alternative is impossible. For instance, Foros 
et al. (2001) argue that in the mobile communication market, there seems to be 
collusion on the investment stage (network infrastructure to increase geographical 

                                           

20  This conclusion depends crucially on the details of the collusive “agreement” between 
firms. Firms might be able to understand how to design “an agreement” or find some 
other means that take care of this problem. 

21  See also Motta (2000). 
22  For a survey of the literature, see Fershtman and Gandal (1994) or Phlips (1995), Chap-

ters 9 and 10. 
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coverage, capacity in a given area, and functionality) and competition on the mar-
ket stage (pricing). 

Should semicollusion also be interpreted as joint dominance? The CFI ruling in the 
Airtours seems to indicate the affirmative, although the CFI overturned the Com-
mission’s decision in this particular case. According to the CFI, the failure of the 
Commission’s case lay in its treatment of the facts, not in the theory. The CFI has 
not rejected the theory of joint dominance by collusion in the setting of capacity 
followed by price competition put forward by the Commission. On the contrary, the 
CFI has implicitly accepted that this collusive mechanism is based on some poten-
tially plausible economic models of tacit collusion, and re-affirmed that the Merger 
Regulation can be used to deal with collective dominance concerns. This is sensible, 
as also partial collusion can lead to market problems similar to those in traditional 
unilateral dominance. 

 

5.  Empirical Evidence 

If collusion is very rare, the theory discussed above is not much more than curios-
ity, and collusion is then not a policy problem we should expect to meet in many 
markets. But if collusion is widely observed in experiments and in real markets, we 
need to understand how it is sustained and how to shape policy to deal with the 
problem. Second, one would want to use empirical evidence in case law to conform 
the conclusion of joint dominance or the lack of thereof. 

As discussed above, the collective exercise of market power is not compatible with 
the short-term profit incentives, so that firms need some mechanism to enforce col-
lusion, and repeated interaction provides such a mechanism. However, many collu-
sive outcomes can be supported by repeated interactions. Firms need not only to 
establish adequate incentives (or ensure equilibrium conditions) but also to coordi-
nate on a particular collusive outcome (or solve a problem of equilibrium selection). 
Whether firms can obtain some basic understanding with each other’s, or some 
form of reassurance, is likely to matter. For instance, firms need some reassurance 
about the fact that competitors understand the logic of their interaction, or about 
the fact that competitors also take a long-term view of the market. It would seem 
in principle that communication between firms might help in achieving this. 

Empirical evidence on whether collusion is “easy” with or without communication, 
whether communication helps, or what type of communication is necessary or use-
ful is hard to come by because outcomes in real market circumstances are complex 
and hard to evaluate. There is however one alternative methodology in economics 
which can shed some light on the issue, namely controlled experiments. The idea is 
to create situations in the laboratory that resemble real life, and to study how 
agents behave in this artificial market. The basic set up involves financially moti-
vated subjects who take typical business decisions and compete against one an-
other in specified market environments. This method allows for a precise control of 
particular market characteristics so that the effect of these characteristics can be 
isolated, and experiments (unlike real live) can be replicated. Let me first review 
some of the experimental evidence we have on collusion. I will look at econometric 
evidence and analysis below in Section 5.2. 

5.1  Experimental Evidence 

Many experiments have studied repeated market games where firms set prices or 
quantities in laboratory environments. Very simple laboratory environments are es-
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pecially useful for isolating the effects of communication, repetition, payoff symme-
try, and other factors that may enhance or retard cooperation. 

In one of the early studies, Fouraker and Siegel (1963) matched subjects in groups 
of two or three for a sequence of identical market periods. In the duopoly markets, 
industry outputs were often below the static equilibrium levels, which indicates that 
some tacit collusion developed in these repeated games. In the three-seller mar-
kets, about two-thirds of the industry outputs were above the one-shot profit-
maximizing output, i.e., most of the triopoly participants exhibited rivalry rather 
than tacit collusion. About half of the triopoly outcomes were very close to the per-
fectly competitive output prediction, despite the fact that this yielded almost zero 
profits. With incomplete information about others’ profits and only information 
about the sum of others’ quantity decisions, triopoly outcomes were closer to the 
static non-cooperative equilibrium. 

In his survey of laboratory research, Holt (1993) concludes that repetition has been 
observed to increase cooperation. However, even very long sequences do not nec-
essarily generate perfect collusion. Moreover, there is no direct evidence to support 
the view that threat of punishment will result in cooperative outcomes in multi-
stage games without any communication. Typically, an increase in the numbers of 
sellers results in more competitive behavior. But with more than three participants, 
there seems to be little or no evidence for a “pure numbers effect” that is measured 
by changing the number of sellers in a way that does not alter the incentive struc-
ture. With two sellers, a defector can be punished directly without harming a coop-
erative third party, and there is some evidence that the possibility of direct pun-
ishment enhances cooperation. 

Holt (1993) also concludes that the effectiveness of non-binding communication in 
inducing cooperation seems to be sensitive to the trading institutions used in the 
experiment and the incentives to defect at the margin; the effect is greatest with 
posted prices and differentiated products, and the effect is less in double auctions 
(i.e., on markets where both buyers and sellers post bids, e.g., as in stock ex-
changes). Other factors, such as decreasing costs and the nature and timing of 
messages, are probably also important. Future work on communication could be 
usefully focused on designs that parallel specific environments that may come up in 
antitrust cases, e.g., the trade press announcements of price changes, posting of 
future prices in computerized listings, and sellers’ ability to confirm buyer-specific 
price quotes with each other. 

Huck et al (2000) also report experiments with four players who decide either on 
prices or quantities. They find that when firms are only informed about the aggre-
gate output and aggregate profits after each round, the outcome is not significantly 
different from the (imperfectly) competitive equilibrium. They also consider an envi-
ronment where firms have disaggregated information about their competitors’ 
strategy and profits. Remarkably, they find that behavior is no more co-operative 
than in the environment where only aggregate information is available. In the case 
of quantity competition, observed quantities and profits are then even lower than in 
the static equilibrium. The authors interpret these observations by suggesting that 
firms follow an “imitation” strategy. Indeed, when firms tend to follow the strategy 
of competitors who are relatively more successful, the market converges to the 
competitive outcome. Consistent findings are reported in Harstad et al (1998). 
These authors consider a repeated pricing game in which firms are informed about 
the price of their competitors after each period. In most of their experiments prices 
remain around the static equilibrium level, which indicates that there is no collu-
sion. In remaining experiments prices are more variable but margins remain low on 
average. 
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This evidence tends to cast some doubt on the conventional wisdom that the dis-
semination of individual firm data should be much more of a concern from a public 
policy perspective than the dissemination of aggregate information. One possible 
interpretation of this evidence is that disaggregate firm data, which is arguably es-
sential to detect potential deviation by competitors, is irrelevant as long as firms 
have not established some sort of focal point. To the extent that such focal point 
can be established by pre-play communication, there may be a complementarity 
between ex post information exchanges and ex ante communication. 

As discussed above, pre-play communication presumably helps both to establish 
some basic trust or reassurance among players and to select a particular outcome. 
In principle, pre-play communication does not carry any commitment value, as it is 
“cheap talk”. However, “cheap talk” can perform a useful function. It can be used in 
order to signal private information (with the constraint that the sender of a mes-
sage cannot be punished for lying and hence commit not to lie, if it is advantageous 
for him to do so). Such a form of communication will be useless when the interests 
of the players are perfectly opposed. However, in markets, there is some common-
ality in players’ interests and communication via cheap talk can be informative. 
Harstad et al. (1998) consider an environment where four players set prices in a 
repeated market game in which actual prices, sales and payoffs are communicated 
after each stage. They compare a situation without prior communication with one in 
which players can make repeated multilateral announcements at each stage. When 
communication is allowed, prices are in general no longer set below the imperfectly 
competitive level. In half of the experiments, prices hover around the imperfectly 
competitive level. In the others, some attempt to co-ordinate is observed, to the 
extent that some firms try to set relatively high prices early on in the game. How-
ever, prices tend to decline over time and to converge to the imperfectly competi-
tive level. Overall conclusion drawn from experiments supports the view that the 
complexity of the environment is a significant impediment to coordination and that 
communication is of limited help in overcoming the difficulty. 

The experiment in Muren and Pyddoke (1999) tests the hypothesis that the real dif-
ficulty for the tacit collusion lies in how to reach an agreement on price and output. 
To remove the need for communication, they suggested to the prospective cartel 
members how to coordinate their actions. In addition, the formation of a cartel was 
encouraged by the experimental design in that all sellers had identical costs, which 
was common knowledge, and in that they interacted for at least nine periods with 
the same subjects. The subjects were not able to communicate or to identify one 
another at any point in the experiment. Consistent with the findings above, also 
Muren and Pyddoke (1999) found that with three firms per market, no collusion 
arose. 

With two firms, there were instances of collusion where sellers took turns at a price 
well above cost. Collusive prices built up gradually but none of the cases achieved 
the monopoly price. These results are in accordance with the “numbers effect” 
identified by Holt discussed above. Muren and Pyddoke (1999) also ran an entry 
“disturbed” two-seller markets, where a third, simulated player entered with a 
known probability. In this market collusive prices were below the undisturbed two-
seller case. Comparing the two, they found that collusive prices did not build up 
gradually in the disturbed treatment. On the basis of these experimental results, 
Muren and Pyddoke suggest that collusion operates as follows. Market cooperation 
is dependent on firms being able to trust one another, in the sense that the seller 
whose turn it is to win can trust that the other seller(s) will offer support and 
charge high prices. In the absence of communication, cartel members will offer 
support reciprocally to one another, if they know that they alone are responsible for 
the gains or losses of their co-conspirators. In the two-seller treatment one seller is 
always completely responsible for the other seller's gain, which facilitates the work-
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ing of the collusion. In the disturbed two-seller markets and, even more, in the 
three-seller market, the presence of another potential defector reduces or removes 
personal responsibility and induces lack of support. 

To summarize, communication seems to help in sustaining collusion. The effect 
seems to be large and significant in simple environments. However communication 
does not appear to be very effective in overcoming difficulties of co-ordination in 
more complex settings. In typical market games, the effect of communication on 
the price-cost margins is modest and not very significant. The literature on eco-
nomic experiments thus does not seem to support the presumption that collusion is 
“easy” without communication.23 

5.2  Econometric Analysis 

Despite the substantial theoretical literature on the factors facilitating or hindering 
collusion, empirical studies of the formation and sustainability of collusion using di-
rect evidence are rare. Moreover, these studies have produced somewhat mixed 
results. While some findings suggest that product differentiation hinders collusion, 
this is not confirmed by others. Collusion is more likely in concentrated industries 
according to some studies, but not according to others. And while some find a posi-
tive link between capital intensity and the incidence of collusion, some find no link 
between the ratio of fixed to total costs and collusive conduct. A possible shortcom-
ing of these studies is that the data either originate from antitrust cases and may 
therefore be subject to selection bias, or relate to export cartels, which cover only a 
very small fraction of total economic activity. Also, some of the earlier studies rely 
on correlations rather than regression analysis for their results, so they may not 
adequately control for links between the various factors examined. There is also an 
empirical literature on the issue of cartel duration. These studies have focused on 
the impact on cartel stability of various organizational features of cartels, demand 
uncertainty, and the business cycle, in addition to structural industry characteristics 
such as concentration. Probably the most robust prediction from this line of re-
search is the negative effect of demand uncertainty on cartel stability. 

In a recent study, Symeonidis (2002) examines the impact of several structural in-
dustry characteristics on pricing conduct using an unusually comprehensive data set 
on the incidence of collusion across British manufacturing industries in the 1950s. 
By examining the agreements registered under the 1956 Restrictive Trade Practices 
Act, as well as several other sources on competition in British industry in the 1950s, 
he is able to identify those industries that were subject to restrictive agreements at 
the time the Act was introduced. His sample contains some 150 four-digit indus-
tries, nearly half of which were subject to collusive pricing agreements in the mid- 
and late 1950s. The econometric results, based on a comparison of industries with 
and without cartels, suggest the following. Collusion is more likely the higher the 
degree of capital intensity. It is less likely in advertising-intensive industries than in 
low-advertising industries. There is some evidence that collusion is more likely un-
der moderate market growth than in a market with declining or stagnant demand, 
but less likely under fast growth than under moderate growth. In Symeonidis’ data, 
there is no clear link between concentration and the likelihood of collusion once one 
controls for capital intensity, although an inverted-U relationship is present when no 
account is taken of the potential endogeneity of concentration. Finally, he finds 
weak evidence that collusion may be less likely in R&D-intensive industries than in 
low-R&D industries. 

                                           

23  See also Neven (2001) and Davis and Holt (1998). 
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Porter (1985) tests the theoretical predictions of collusion models using data on the 
behavior of the US Joint Executive Committee railroad cartel between 1880 and 
1886. This cartel satisfied the assumption of a homogeneous good and took the 
form of market share allotments. Total demand was quite variable and the actual 
market share of any particular firm depended on both the prices charged by all the 
firms and on unpredictable market forces. Porter finds that the operation of the JEC 
conforms to the theoretical collusion model of Green and Porter (1984) discussed 
above (Section 4.1). In particular, he finds that as the number of active firms in-
creased from four to five, collusion became more difficult to enforce. He also found 
that, when the average duration of price wars decreased, there was a dramatic in-
crease in the frequency of their incidence. Ellison (1994) reexamines the experience 
of the JEC to assess the applicability of the Green and Porter (1984) and Rotemberg 
and Saloner (1986) theories of price wars. He estimate a number of dynamic mod-
els to explore the causes of price wars, the cyclical nature of pricing, and the possi-
bility that secret price cuts may have been given, and provides some support for 
the predictions of the first theory. 

Symeonidis (2002) and Porter (1985) were an analysis of an explicit cartels. The 
question of whether there is competition or coordination was solved at the outset. 
From the policy perspective, more interesting questions are, From the data avail-
able, can we draw conclusions whether firms on some particular market are collud-
ing or competing? Can we empirically measure and decompose observed market 
power to unilateral and coordinated effects? 

New developments have made it possible to do just this. The idea is the following. 
Assume three industry structures, two hypothetical and one actual: single-brand or 
single-product firms; the observed structure, i.e., few firms with many brands 
each; and a multi-brand monopolist producing all brands on the market. The 
markup (relative difference of price and a relevant cost measure) in the first struc-
ture is due only to product differentiation. In the second case the markup also in-
cludes the multi-product firm’s portfolio effects. Finally, the last structure produces 
the markups based on full collusion (or joint ownership). Then one can compare the 
predicted and observed price-cost margins, and choose among the three conduct 
models. For instance, if all the observed markups are explained by the single-brand 
model, then all the market power is due to product differentiation, and the number 
of firms on the market is basically irrelevant; if the observed markups are not ex-
plained by the first two models, then market power is basically due to collusion 
only. The method obviously requires that one can estimate demand and cost pa-
rameters, basically own price and cross-price elasticities and marginal costs. Some-
times one can also have engineering and other direct cost data. This obviously 
helps in the analysis. 

Nevo (2000, 2001) analyzed the competition on ready-to-eat cereal in the U.S. 
markets using the method described above. He takes demand as a function of 
product characteristics, heterogeneous consumer preferences, and unknown pa-
rameters. He uses a panel of quantities and prices for 25 brands of cereal in up to 
65 U.S. cities over a period of 20 quarters, collected using scanning devices in a 
representative sample of supermarkets. By extending the developments in tech-
niques for estimating demand and supply in industries with closely related products 
(see the discussion on measuring market power above in Section 3), he is able to 
estimate demand parameters such as own price and cross-price elasticities. These 
estimates are then used to compute the price-cost margins implied by three hypo-
thetical industry structures: each brand on its own, current structure of few multi-
product firms, and perfect collusion. Despite the fact that he observed only a crude 
measure of actual price-cost margins, Nevo was able to distinguish between the 
mark-ups predicted by these models. 
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High concentration, high price-cost margins, large advertising-to-sales ratios, and 
numerous introductions of new products characterize the ready-to-eat cereal indus-
try. Earlier commentators have concluded that this is a classic example of an indus-
try with nearly collusive pricing and intense non-price competition. However, Nevo’s 
results suggest that the markups implied by the current industry structure and the 
assumption of imperfect competition match the observed price-cost margins. Even 
though price-cost margins were as high as 45 %, the conclusion was that pricing is 
approximately non-collusive. According to Nevo, high price-cost margins are not 
due to lack of price competition, but are due to consumers’ willingness to pay for 
their favorite brand, and to the pricing decisions by firms that take into account 
substitution between their own brands. The market power in this industry is entirely 
due to the firms’ ability to maintain a portfolio of differentiated products and influ-
ence perceived product quality through advertising. It is these two factors that lead 
to high price-cost margins in this industry, not collusion. 

Also Pinkse and Slade (2002) and Slade (2002) used similar techniques to analyze 
market power in U.K. brewing industry. Their demand data are a panel of brands of 
draft beers that have at least one half of one percent market share on a regional 
market. The panel includes 63 brands that are sold in two regions of the country 
(Greater London and Anglia) in two bimonthly time periods (Aug/Sept and Oct/Nov 
1995) and in two types of pubs (so-called multiples and independents). Cost data 
came from the UK Monopolies and Mergers Commission, who had performed a de-
tailed study of brewing, wholesaling, and retailing costs. The industry at the U.K. 
level is characterized by moderately high margins (approximately 30 %), a rela-
tively large number of producers (about 60), a much larger number of brands 
(many hundreds), and moderate to high concentration (Herfindahl-Hirshman index 
is approximately 1 800). Furthermore, the product — beer — is differentiated along 
several dimensions. For example, brands can be grouped into discrete classes, such 
as lagers, ales, and stouts, and they can be measured along continuous dimen-
sions, such as alcohol content. Finally, in recent years, both the structure of the in-
dustry and consumers’ demand for product characteristics have witnessed dramatic 
changes.  

Pinkse and Slade were able to empirically decompose the observed price-cost mar-
gins into the three factors. The differentiation effect is due to the fact that brands of 
beer are not identical and consumers differ in their tastes for beer characteristics. 
This effect accounts for about three quarters of the total margin. The concentration 
effect is due to the fact that there are 10 rather than 63 brewers present on the 
geographic market. This effect accounts for the remaining quarter, which means 
that there is nothing left over to be explained by collusion. In other words, whereas 
substantial market power is uncovered, all of it is due to unilateral effects, and no 
evidence of coordinated effects was found. In particular, there is no evidence of a 
dominant group. In addition, whereas brand characteristics appear to be important 
determinants of margins, firm characteristics do not. 

This methodology is not only for academic research, but should also turn out useful 
in actual case analysis, as simulation methods measuring unilateral effects have 
turned out to be. 

 

6.  Concluding Remarks 

Above I have argued that single-firm dominance is equal to strong market power 
and the ability to increase price above competitive level. Consistent with this idea 
we should think that joint dominance is the ability of firms to jointly exercise mar-
ket power and possess the ability to jointly raise the price significantly by coordi-
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nating their market behavior. Further, one needs to answer whether the potentially 
jointly dominant firms are able to act if a single entity. This is nothing else but ask-
ing the question to what extent collusion in the market is feasible.  

In simple-minded economic models of collusion the answer to these questions is 
simple. Eliminating one firm from the market always makes it easier for the re-
maining firms to collude. However, things are not that simple on actual markets. 
Mergers generally do not lead to the elimination of some firm from the market but 
they consolidate the assets owned by two firms under control of a single firm. In a 
real sense, any merger increases the size of the merged entity relative to its com-
petitors in the market. Mergers will combine the productive capacities of firms and 
will bring their product lines together. In addition, assets like patent holdings or 
cash flows are combined and can change the competitive position of the firms. 
Much of the potential efficiency gains from mergers will also come from the recom-
bination of assets that a merger makes possible. These are issues economic analy-
sis has not taken seriously so far. 

There are two main reasons why a merger might favor collusion. First, a merger 
reduces the number of firms, as the lower the number of firms, the higher the 
scope for collusion in the industry. Second, a merger can lead to a more symmetric 
firms (distribution of assets, costs, capacities, etc.), and theory predicts that in-
creased symmetry facilitates collusion. The likelihood of joint dominance depends 
on a series of factors such as market transparency, information exchange among 
rivals, and the frequency of market interactions. The more an industry is already 
characterized by the factors that favor collusion, the higher the likelihood of collu-
sion. The analysis of joint dominance will therefore have to take into account all 
such factors. 

Sometimes there are also arguments that joint dominance concerns price reactions 
of other non-colluding firms to the unilateral price increases induced by a merger. 
This argument confuses the issues. The analysis of unilateral effects already in-
cludes these effects. While it may be sensible to look at the market structure of the 
remaining market when two firms merger to assess the likely magnitude of price 
reactions, this is part of unilateral effects analysis, not of the analysis of joint domi-
nance.  

Despite the fact that economic analysis of collusion is far from complete, some pol-
icy relevant conclusions can be drawn. First, collusion leads to market power and 
other problems comparable to those created by a single dominant firm. Then it is 
reasonable to expand the meaning of dominance to also include joint dominance. 

Second, we have noted that market power in general arises from three sources: 
product differentiation, fewness of sellers, and coordination. Product differentiation 
does not usually arise as something competition policy should worry about. Market 
power due to product differentiation results from the facts that goods are not iden-
tical and consumers differ in their tastes, and from firms’ ability to maintain differ-
entiated products and influence perceived product quality through strategies such 
as marketing. This could be a cause for concern for competition policy if there are 
strong firms that are able to restrict the marketing and other efforts of actual and 
potential rivals to launch or reposition their goods. This problem should be picked 
up by taking care of such anticompetitive actions. Fewness of sellers is an issue for 
competition policy, especially for merger control. The problem is, this effect might 
not be dominance, as the concept is currently understood. In the U.S., for instance, 
the criteria to interfere on a merger is “significant lessening of competition”. Euro-
pean Commission has tried to enlarge the meaning of dominance, e.g., by introduc-
ing concepts such as portfolio power and joint dominance to the direction of signifi-
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cant lessening of competition, with varying degree of success. Coordination is a 
genuine problem for competition policy, and especially for merger review. 

Third, a large firm with a strong market power cannot credibly participate in a low 
price phase that would be necessary to discipline the incentives to deviate of 
smaller firms. Then, intuitively, a large firm can have strong market power either 
because it can operate without the competitive constraints posed by rivals, or be-
cause it has colluded with them. But it is not possible for firms other than the 
strongest to have dominance unless they collude. Therefore, unilateral and joint 
exercise of market power are mutually exclusive phenomena, and hence, the find-
ing of single firm and joint dominance should also be mutually exclusive. This is a 
sensible, as policy responses could be the opposite depending on whether one finds 
unilateral or joint dominance. 

Fourth, we now know that firms might be able to collude when they are fairly sym-
metric, but face increasingly stronger problems colluding as they get more asym-
metric, up to a point where collusion is effectively not an issue anymore. Hence, 
joint dominance should only be an issue between firms that are fairly similar among 
themselves and quite different from other firms in the industry. The application of 
this idea may lead to a surprising conclusion that a merger should be allowed if the 
market is concentrated but not if the market is less concentrated. This is paradoxi-
cal only if one forgets both the impact of heterogeneity and that the analysis of 
mergers is about changes in market structure.  

Fifth, collusion may not occur as often as competition authorities seem to believe or 
what one is lead to conclude if based on the “checklist” analysis. There is some ex-
perimental evidence that leads us believe that coordination is not easy, unless 
there are only two firms on the relevant market, communication between firms is 
easy or the oligopoly is very symmetrical. There is also some market evidence that 
firms in even quite concentrated markets do not seem to be able to coordinate their 
behavior.  

Last, there are now empirical methods that can be used to observe and measure 
the degree of collusion in the markets under appraisal. The competitive assessment 
in case law need not be based on purely theoretical discussions, or limited to purely 
structural analysis or mechanistic application of the “checklist”, but hard data and 
market evidence can be used to corroborate the conclusions regarding the presence 
and degree of collusion. This methodology should prove itself useful in future case 
law, exactly as simulation methods have already proved themselves in the analysis 
of unilateral effects. 
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